The ability to directly track the charge carrier in a battery as it inserts/extracts from an electrode during charge/discharge provides unparalleled insight for researchers into the working mechanism of the device. This crystallographic-electrochemical information can be used to design new materials or modify electrochemical conditions to improve battery performance characteristics, such as lifetime. Critical to collecting operando data used to obtain such information insitu while a battery functions are X-ray and neutron diffractometers with sufficient spatial and temporal resolution to capture complex and subtle structural changes. The number of operando battery experiments has dramatically increased in recent years, particularly those involving neutron powder diffraction. Herein, the importance of structure-property relationships to understanding battery function, why insitu experimentation is critical to this, and the types of experiments and electrochemical cells required to obtain such information are described. For each battery type, selected research that showcases the power of insitu and operando diffraction experiments to understand battery function is highlighted and future opportunities for such experiments are discussed. The intention is to encourage researchers to use insitu and operando techniques and to provide a concise overview of this area of research.
Batteries and Energy Storage
Increasingw orldwide need for energy is depleting our main energy sources, including fossil fuels such as coal, petroleum, and natural gas. Concurrently,t he combustion of fossil fuels is increasing harmful greenhouse gas emissionsa nd other environmentalp ollutants. Renewable ands ustainable energy is required to solve such problems. To enabler enewable energy, energy conversion and storage systems are essential to smooth out the intermittent nature of generation. There are an umber of energy-conversion and storage systems (e.g.,f lywheels), but lithium-ion rechargeable batteries are proving to be the dominantr echargeableb attery system. This is because of their high energy density,h igh power density,a nd higher operating voltage comparedw ith other rechargeable batteries, such as lead-acid and widely used nickel-metal-hybrid batteries.
The major application that batteriesa nd energy-storage devices find ubiquitous use in is portable electronics. Batteries have enabled the furtherd evelopment of these and have thus changed how we live, communicate,a nd access information in the world today.O ther applications of batteries include vehicles, aircraft, spacecraft, toothbrushes, andc hildren's toys.
Battery Types
The first-generation electrochemical cells were discovered by Luigi Galvani in the 1790s and Alessandro Volta in the 1800s.
Galvanib elieved that animals could generate electricity,a nd Volta showed that electricity could be produced from a"voltaic pile". Both theories involved two different metals, such as zinc, silver,a nd copper. [1] In 1866, Georges-Lionel LeclanchØ put forward his cell concept, in which the cell contained az inc rod as an anode, am anganese oxide-carbon mixture as the cathode, and aqueous ammonium chloride as the electrolyte to form ab attery.L eclanchØ's discovery promoted the development of primary batteries commonly knowna sc arbon-zinca nd alkaline cells. At the same time, the first rechargeable battery,t he lead-acidb attery,w as invented by Gaston Planti n1 859. When battery evolution arrivedi nt he twentieth century,s everal types of rechargeable batteries were discovered, including the nickel-cadmiumb attery developed by the Swedish engineer WaldmarJ ungner in 1901, the nickel-iron battery by Thomas Edison in 1901, and the nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) battery in 1975.
To day batteries have become an integral part of our lives, and different battery chemistries are used for different applications. Batteries can be divided initially into two categories, primary and secondary batteries, that are one-time use and rechargeable batteries,r espectively.C ommon chemistries for primary batteries include zinc-carbon, alkaline, and lithium batteries.T he zinc-carbon battery is the least expensive battery and often comesw ith consumer devices when batteries are included. Az inc-carbon battery is constructed with az inc shell that serves as the anode;agraphite rod that serves as the cathode;a nd am oist mixture of ammonium chloride, zinc chloride, and manganese dioxide. The half-reaction that occurs on the anode when the battery delivers current is the oxidation of zinc:Z n (s) !Zn 2 + (aq) + 2e À .T he half-reaction that occurs simultaneously on the cathode is the reduction of ammonium ions:2e À + 2NH 4 + (aq, moist paste) !2NH 3(g) + H 2(g) .T he overall reaction in az inc-carbon cell can be represented by Equation (1) The alkaline battery is recognized to have severala dvantages over carbon-zinc-type batteries, such as highere nergy density,s uperior service performance at all drain rates, superior cold temperature performance, and lower internal resistance.
The ability to directly track the charge carrier in ab attery as it inserts/extracts from an electrode during charge/discharge provides unparalleled insight for researchers into the working mechanism of the device. This crystallographic-electrochemical information can be used to design new materials or modify electrochemical conditions to improveb attery performance characteristics, such as lifetime. Critical to collecting operando data used to obtain such information in situ while ab attery functions are X-ray and neutrond iffractometers with sufficient spatiala nd temporal resolution to capture complex and subtle structural changes. The number of operando battery experiments has dramatically increased in recent years, particularly those involving neutron powder diffraction. Herein, the importance of structure-propertyr elationshipst ou nderstanding battery function, why in situ experimentation is criticalt ot his, and the types of experiments and electrochemical cells required to obtain such information are described. For each battery type, selected research that showcases the power of in situ and operando diffraction experiments to understand battery function is highlighted and future opportunities for such experiments are discussed. The intentioni st oe ncourage researchers to use in situ and operando techniques and to provide ac oncise overview of this area of research.
In an alkaline battery,t he negative electrode is zinc and the positive electrode is manganese dioxide. An alkaline battery produces electricity when the manganese dioxide cathode is reduced and the zinc anode is oxidized. The reaction for as imple alkaline cell is given by Equation (2):
Lithiumb atteries are disposable (primary) batteries that have lithium metal or lithium-containing compounds as an anode.T he mostc ommont ype of lithium cell uses metallic lithium as the anode and manganese dioxide as the cathode, with al ithium salt dissolved in an organic solvent. These lithium batteries are fire hazardsw hen they are short-circuited due to the growth of dendriticl ithium or if they are somehow damaged.
Secondary batteries were invented to be more cost-efficient over the longer term. The lead-acid system is one of the oldestr echargeable battery systems. Al ead-acidc ell consists of al ead anode and al ead dioxide cathode immersed in sulfuric acid. The total reaction occurring in these systems can be written as Equation (3) which has aw orkingv oltage of 2V .H owever, lead-acid batteries suffer from al ow specific energy (33-42Whkg
À1
)a nd limited cycle life.
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written as Equation (4), and they produce al ow voltage of 1.2 V:
Due to environmentalc oncerns,t he nickel-cadmiumb attery is being replaced with other chemistries for the cadmium-containing electrode. The NiMH battery is ap ractical replacement for NiÀCd due to the higher specific energy (60-120 Whkg À1 ; three times the capacity of an equivalently sized NiÀCd system)w ith fewer toxic metals. NiMH batteries use nickel oxyhydroxide as thep ositivee lectrode and hydrogen-absorbing alloy as the negative electrode. The negative electrode reaction occurring in aN iMH cell is H 2 O + M + e À $OH À + MH, in which Mr efers to the alloy.O nt he positive electrode, nickel oxyhydroxide is formed:Ni(OH) 2 
In the 1970s, the lithium-ion battery was developed due to the expanding demandf or electrical devices. These featured ah igh energy density,n om emory effect, and only as low loss of charge when not in use. Lithium-ion batteriest ypically use an intercalated lithium compound as one electrode material. In 1980, Goodenough and co-workers discovered the family of Li x MO 2 (M = Co, Ni, Mn) compounds as cathode materials, which couldb er egarded as "lithium sources" to provide lithium ions to the negative intercalation electrode acting as a"lithium sink". [2] The battery system concept in which lithiumi ons can transfer betweent he two intercalation electrodes is called the lithium rocking-chair battery.T he concept was utilized for the practical application of the graphite jjLiCoO 2 cell by Sony in 1991. [3] This new type of battery was renamed the lithiumion battery and had as trong impactonb attery research, applications,a nd the user community all over the worldd ue to its high operating voltage. Acomparison of differentbattery technologies in terms of volumetric and gravimetric energy density is shown in Figure 1 .
Exploring Structure-Property Relationships
Understanding the fundamental properties of materials and their functionality at the atomic and molecular level is crucial in paving the way for the future designo fm aterials with improvedp erformance characteristics. The structure-function relationship is at the heart of this understanding and involves gaining information concerning the structure and its evolution, ideallya longside electrochemical performance measurements.
Electrodes and their evolution
Depending on the battery type and requirements placed on the battery performance, the crystal structures of electrode materials are diverse. Crystal structures containing layers, such as graphite andL iCoO 2 , [5] are common and during insertion/extraction reactions the cations can insert and are removed from certain layers.T hese often feature 2D pathways for the charge carriers.E xamples also exist for speciesw ith 1D pathways, such as olivine LiFePO 4 , [6] and 3D pathways, such as spinel Li 4 Ti 5 O 12 and LiMn 2 O 4 , [7] for the charge carriers. In terms of the varietyo fc ompounds as electrodes, theser ange from semimetals to fluorophosphates and complex frameworks. [4, 8] Electrodes are often engineered to optimize performance parameters. Typical electrodes for lithium-and sodium-ion batteries contain am ixture of the active material, ab inder to hold the particlest ogether and onto the current collector,a nd ac arbon-based conductive matrix to ensure conductivity between active materialp articles and the current collector. [9] Althoughr esearchers are workingo nc omplex core-shell morphologies of the active materials [10] or composite electrodes [11] and binder-free approaches, [12] constructing the electrode at the macroscopic level plays as ignificant role in battery performance. Thus, incorporating macroscopic and atomic-level detail from crystallographic studies in ah olistica pproach will lead to better batteries.
What structural changes occur in an electrode during battery function? If we take lithium-ion batteries with insertion electrodes as an example, positively charged lithiumi ons are extracted from the positive electrode and transferred via the electrolyte and insertedi nto the negative electrode during charging. In conjunction with this is the need for the oxidation state of one or more of the other elements in the electrode to change. The insertion and extraction of Li + and change in the oxidation state will influencet he structure of the hoste lectrodes. The simplest change may be an expansion or contraction of one or more axes of the crystallographic unit cell, which may result in av olume change. So,a st he battery is charged, the positive electrode may expand. For example, in LiCoO 2 positive electrodes, the structure consists of layers of Li + and negatively charged edge-sharing CoO 6 octahedra.T he initial charge results in an expansion of the c unit-cellp arameter,w hich is the stacking axis, as the negatively chargedC oO 6 layers repel each other when Li + is removed. [5a,b] This is typical of as olid-solution or second-order phaset ransition in which the unit cell changes duringi on insertion or extraction. In diffraction pat- terns, the solid-solution reactionc an be observed through changes in the reflection position.
[5c]
An alternative reaction during ion insertion/extraction could be the nucleation and growth of as econd phase at the expense of the primary phase;t his is at wo-phase or first-order phase transition. Graphite negative electrodes show this structural behaviorn ear the charged state of lithium-ion batteries, with LiC 12 transforming into LiC 6 ,a ss hown by al oss in the intensity of the LiC 12 reflections and ac orresponding increasei n intensity of the LiC 6 reflections. [5a, c, 13] This is in response to as maller amount of LiC 12 relative to LiC 6 in the electrode as the phase transition progresses.I na ddition to the appearance of new reflectionsa ssociated with the formation of new phases (two-phase reactions) and the change in the position of reflections (solid-solution reactions), some reflectionsm ay change in intensity,w hereas others do not (or not to the same extent); this is indicative of changes in the atomicd istribution within the electrode. Furthermore, all of thesep rocesses can occur simultaneously,w hichc omplicates analysis and interpretation.
Electrodes can undergo other typeso fr eactions during battery function, such as alloyingo rc onversion.A ne xample of ac onversion reaction is the reactiono fL iw ith SnO 2 to produce Li 2 Oa nd Sn, and these reactions are often associated with dramatic volume changes. Interestingly,r ecent work also shows that the Sn produced above can react with more Li through alloying reactions to produce Li y Sn. [14] If the materials that make up the electrode or the products of the electrochemicalreaction are not crystalline (long-range ordered), adiffraction experiment will not be very informative. The exception is if researchers are looking to find out "when" the electrode turns amorphous or loses crystallographic order. [15] In practical terms, somen anocrystalline electrodes can be problematic to probe;h owever,t his dependso nt he material, instrument,a nd research questions posed.
For crystalline components,t he observed changes in the diffraction patterns inform researchers about the originals tructure, for example, layered, how that structure evolvesa nd the types of reaction mechanisms, and how the atomic distribution changes.A ll of these parameters underpinb attery performance and provide information on tuning of the battery performance by chemically altering the makeup of the electrode material or the electrochemical conditions of battery use.
Types of experiments
Ultimately,t he level of detail gained is ac ompromiseb etween the structure and its evolution. Consequently, experiments aimed at understandingt he structure-function relationship in materials can take one of two broad approaches, involving equilibrated or non-equilibrated systems. Af urtherd ivisiono f studies exists within these two approaches:s tudies examining each material as as ingle component or model system,a nd those examining these components within aw hole assembled device.
By way of example, typical structure-function relationship studies of batteries materials in each of these categories include 1) equilibrium single-components tudies( ex situ), such as examining the electrode powder structure as af unctiono f composition or temperature;2 )equilibrium whole-assembled studies (in situ), such as examining electrode structure within ab attery at particulars tates of charges;3 )non-equilibrium model-system studies (in situ/operando), such as examining the electrode structure during its reaction with various electrolytes, 4) non-equilibrium whole-device studies (operando), such as examining electrode structure in ab attery during charge/ discharge.
Broadly speaking, examples 1-4 above are orderedf rom easiest to hardest to successfully perform. The difficulty in realizing the experiments and data analyzes are typically offset by similarly ordered increases in structure-function understanding to be gained.
Equilibrium single-component studies are usuallyn ot standalone, but insteadform the foundation for more complex studies. Ad edicated, single-component studya llows ad etailed structuralunderstandingtobegained that underpins more difficult to understand data, such as that collected rapidly and/or from multicomponent systems. Such information is usually correlated with ex situ determined performance, for whicht he structure-function relationship is exploredw ith variablest hat can include compositionort emperature.
Understanding the working mechanism of an electrode is the key to advancing new battery technologies, and central to achieving this is the study of materials during their operation. Insightsi nto the phase evolution and mechanismo fcharge transfer within batteries pave the way for new materials to be developeda nd also point to operational efficiency, such as by definingc harge and currentl imits. The in situ approach has been extendedi nr ecent years to operando studies, in which materials are studied under non-equilibrium, real-time conditions (literally,i no peration). These studies are exceptionally powerful in gaining insights into structurale volution, and therefore, function, and are represented by the type of studies outlined in 2-4 above.I np articular, operando studies on nonequilibrated systemsa llow the structure to be explored as af unction of time, which enables kinetic informationt ob ederived.
The corresponding information gained in each of the typical structure-function relations tudies outlined above include a) ex situ studies, which are more detailed structures than in 2-4, and provide no detail on component evolution during function; b) in situ studies, whichp rovide fewer structural details than 1a nd more than 3a nd 4, although electrode function insights that are less time-correlatedt han those of 3a nd 4; this provides information that is sometimesa ne ssential bridge to 3a nd 4; c) operando studies, which providel ess detailed structurali nsights than 1, but more detailed evolution insights than 4; and d) operando studies, which provide less detaileds tructurali nsights than 1-3, but more detailed evolution insights, which are obtained under relevant workingc onditions.
The exploration of structure-property relationships is essential in battery materials research, as demonstrated by the surge of experimental studies in this area over the last decade, which ChemSusChem 2015 ChemSusChem , 8,2826 ChemSusChem -2853 www.chemsuschem.org are driven by the requirement for cleanera nd higher performance batteries. The level of detail gained on both the material's structure ande volution during battery functioni si ncreasingi np arallel with this research surge as experimental methods mature.
Diffraction Techniques
Both atomic-and large-scale structures are important to understand battery materials. Of the diffraction methods used to gain this information,p owder diffraction is the most popular and has been used extensively in the study of battery material structures.
Electrodes are arguably the most important functional material within ab attery and conventional powder diffractioni s commonly used for the determination of their crystallographic structure. The measured quantity in ad iffraction experiment is the structure factor, S(Q), whichd escribes scattered X-rays or neutronsi nt erms of the wave-vector transfer (Q), the angle of the scattered beam (q), and the incident wavelength (l), through Bragg's Law,i nw hich Q = 4psin q/l.F or as ingle crystal, the scattering will consist of Bragg peaks. In an ideal powders ample, small crystallites are randomly orienteda nd scattering from ap articular set of lattice planes corresponds to scattering obtained by turning as ingle crystal. In powder samples, Debye-Scherrer cones are obtained in place of Bragg peaks. Powder diffraction is an established tool for atomic-and molecular-scale structural characterization and has been developed to the point where complete structural informationc an be obtained from polycrystalline samples.
Nanosizing is particularly important in electrode materials, which results in structures that are sometimes not easily studied by means of conventional powder diffraction. Traditional diffraction considers the long-range averages tructure, whereas total scattering, as implemented in the pair-distribution function (PDF), uses both Bragg and diffuse scattering and is sensitive to local environments. [16] The PDF G(r)gives the probability of findinga na tom at ag iven distance, r,f rom anothera tom and can give information about local ordering. To investigate the phase transformation at the local atomic scale, PDF analysis of total-scattering data is useful in studying electrode materials, for which it can be used to determine local structures in aw ay that is sensitive to relatively long-range correlations.
Generally speaking, the diffraction methoda nd source chosen is guided by the requirements of the materialu nder characterization, alongside the temporal and spatial resolution required.
Sources
Of the types of diffractions ources, laboratory-based X-ray powderd iffraction (XRPD) is easiest to both accessa nd use. Inhouse laboratory-based X-ray diffractometers can be tailored and customized for battery-specific studies, which helps to overcomei nsitu and operando demands. However,t he structural complexity of many battery materials leads to the requirementf or higher resolutiona nd high flux sources. The higherf lux offered by synchrotron sources translates directly into highers patiala nd temporal resolution and so synchrotron XRPD (SXRPD)i st he next step in the characterization of these materials and has been used extensively forthis purpose.
Neutrons interact with, and are sometimes scattered by, atomicn uclei, which is differentt ot he way that X-rays interact and scatter.T his leads to two overall and very important advantages for the study of battery material structure by using neutronp owder diffraction (NPD):
First, the neutrons cattering characteristics of each type of isotopic nucleus varyf rom one isotopet ype to another.T his provides considerable scope for measuringl ight nuclei in the presence of very heavy nuclei, and also changingt he scattering length by using ad ifferent isotope of the same element. For lithium-ion battery electrodes, this allows lithium to be probedi nt he presence of transition metals,w hich is ac onsiderable advantage over X-ray diffraction (XRD), in which scattering arises from electron density.F igure 2s hows an example of this, for whichX RPD cannot distinguish between LiNi 0.5 Mn 1.5 O 4 phases in which the transition-metal atoms are ordered and disordered, given the elemental contrast neutronsa re easily able to. It is also convenient that 6 Li (whichh as ah igh neutron absorption) can be replaced by 7 Li, which does not, giving the possibility to enhancethe diffraction signal if necessary.
Second, neutron-scattering cross sections are, in general, quite small, so neutrons are relativelyp enetrating and measurement occurs for the bulk of the sample. This penetration enablest he compositiono fe lectrodes to be easily measured in an operating battery.
These advantages are so significant for battery materials that dedicated neutron powder diffractometers, such as the SPICA [17] instrument at the Material and Life Science Facility of www.chemsuschem.org the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC), have been developed. The instrument is optimized specifically for in situ measurements to clarify structuralc hanges of battery materials. Ar ecent review on neutrons ources aroundt he world and somee xamples of these sources being used to probe chemical reactions can be found in the references. [18] NPD can be used to determine the crystallographic positions of the charge-carrying lithiumi ons, atomic displacementp arameters, and occupancies. Importantly,t he high penetration of neutrons allows these to be determined from within aw hole, commercial-sized battery and, coupled with the fastdetection ability of moderni nstrumentation, enables NPD to probe,i nr eal-time, the bulk crystallographic changes of electrodes in functioning batteries through operando studies, which are important in elucidating charge-carrying ion-insertion/-extraction mechanisms. Despite thesea dvantages, NPD is still used only af raction as frequently as XRPD in the study of battery materials, mostly due to the requirement for ac entral facility and associated logistics, buta lso because even the most powerful neutron beams are weak compared with photon beams, so the samples and counting times for neutrons are correspondingly greater.C onsequently,n eutron scattering is rarely used when the desired information can be obtained by another means.
Typically,alarge range of operating variables are examined during the electrochemical performance testingo fb atteries, startingw ith conventionalc harge-discharge cycling at af ixed current rate alongside cyclic voltammetry, and then moving to examinev ariable current rates and cutoffv oltages,t on ame af ew.The entire gamut of such variables cannot be performed in situ, predominantly due to X-ray and neutrons cattering instrumentt ime constraints. One approacht aken is to explore electrochemical parameter space (e.g.,e lectrochemical conditions during electrode testing) ex situ and to select the electrochemicalc onditions that produce interesting performance for in situ structural studies.
Overview of Cells and Experimental Setup Requirements
The objectives of an operando experiment are to obtain ah igh-quality signal from the electrode of interest while it is inside aw hole commercially equivalent battery,t hat is, one that can be commerciallyu sed, and to collect dataw hile the battery is being charged/discharged. The data should be collected with ah igh temporal resolution, that is, in sufficient time steps, so as to not smear or miss any structuralt ransitions, with this being increasingly importanta tf aster charge/ discharge rates.T here is often ac ompromise between the time required to collectd ata, the currentr ate that can be applied to the electrode/battery,and the time availableo ni nstruments.
In these experiments, the whole battery is exposed and thus every component can contribute to the signal. Therefore, it is essential to carefully select the componentso ft he battery and to modify thesea sn ecessary to minimize their contributiont o the data, or move their signal away from reflections from the electrode of interest, for example, by swapping copperc urrent collectors with aluminum in sodium-ion batteries if the copper reflectionsoverlap with the electrode under study.
If sufficiently strong and well-resolved signals are collected from the electrode of interest, then structurala nalysis can be performed. At ypical first step in data analysisiss ingle-peak fitting, but ultimately full structural refinements can be performed, which may lead to the identification of new or unknown phases. In addition, accurate atomic parameters can be determined, such as lithium and sodium atomicp arameters, in electrodes fore ach diffraction pattern collected during the charge/discharge process. Determininga tomic parameters is the most difficult aspectofthis work and is often not achieved. The structural changes that can be determined are described in Section 3.1;thesegive atomic-level insighti nto battery function.
Battery geometry can significantly impactd ata quality.I n particular, with absorption effects, ar elatively equal incident and scattered radiation path length at every angle is required for accurate peak intensities and simplified data analysis. Introductiono fa na ngular-dependenta ttenuation by the sample geometry,o ften in combination with that of the instrument,i s detrimental to the level of structurald etail that can be obtained. This is because the peak intensities are no longerrepresentativeo fo nly the electrode structure, but also include an angle-dependent attenuation factor in addition to the structure. Although ah omogeneous and annular sample is ideal from this perspective,t he quality of the signal is redundant if the cell does not function wellelectrochemically.
Ak ey concepti nt he design of cells for these in situ experiments is the conditiont hat the electrochemical behavior of the materials under study is as close as possible to that in aconventional device,for example, acoin, pouch,orcylindrical cell. Importantly,t he charge-discharge curves measured during the in situ experiment should reproducet he expected features of the conventionalc ells foradirectc omparison of collected diffraction data with performance. It is well established that some in situ cell designsa ffect performance, and these effects must be understood to link performance with structure and phase evolution. This mayi nvolvel inking structural evolution within the cell-typer ather than ag eneral behavior of the electrode. Commercial cells have ac leara dvantage to specialist in situ cells in this regard because the diffraction data can be directly linked to well-characterized performance.
Typically,e very effort is made such that specialist in situ experimental cells enablet he material under study to perform as close as possible to that in conventional cells. However,w hen conducting in situ NPD experiments,t he presence of hydrogen can presentaninsurmountable barrier to obtaining meaningful information due to hydrogen's large incoherent neutron scattering cross section, which results in al arge background in the data. Specialist NPDc ells are therefore developed with deuterated electrolytes (in which the isotopic substitution of hydrogen with deuterium reduces significantly the background) and hydrogen-richs eparators are replaced with hydrogen-poorer separators. [19] Deuterated electrolytes are known to significant-
www.chemsuschem.org ly affect cell performance, which is typically reduced as aconsequenceo ft he diffusion mechanismsb eing alteredb yh eavier deuterium, andc onsequently,a ffecting the operating voltage window.I nt hese cases, the electrochemical performance is extensively characterized and understood in ex situ experiments, so that information gained can be confidently correlated to performance.
Battery designs for in situ NPD experiments
To date, only 38 papers have been published that are related to the use of in situ NPD to investigate lithium-ion batteries, probablyd ue to limiteda ccess to neutron facilities,difficulty of preparing neutron-friendly batteries, and often-complex data analysis. Advances in neutroni nstrumentation and the increaseda ttention andv alue gainedb yr esearchers using in situ NPD to study batteries have meant that the number of publications has dramatically increased since2 012. Figure 3s hows the number of publications in every calendar year and Ta ble 1
summarizes the studied materials and type of batteries used in the in situ NPD experiments. In this section, we review the battery designsa nd battery types used in in situ NPD experiments. Nowadays, commercial batteries are mostly packed in two differenta rrangements:c ylindrical (i.e.,1 8650 battery) and pouch-/prism-type cells containing layered sheets ( Figure 4 ). Both packing arrangements have the same aim:m inimizet he battery volume. Cylindrical batteries contain ar oll-over cathode-separator-anode-separator that is wound with ac athode lead (centert ube) such that it is dense and compact. The outer casing is designed to be strong and protects the battery from deformation, caused by physical damage, or decomposition of the inner electrolyte during cycling. However,t he metal casing also limits the battery size (in terms of Ah) by constraining the maximum amounto fc athode and anode,f or example, only about3Ah is achieved in at ypical 18650 battery with existing commercial cathode materials.O nt he other hand, pouch/prism layered batteriesc ontain multiple sheets of cathode-separator-anodel ayers that are assembled and encased in as oft laminated aluminum foil or harder casing as required. The flexibility of the pouch battery,i nt erms of size, capacity (ranging from 0.5 to 90 Ah and above), shape, and so forth, is high, which makes this type of battery favorable and easier to fit into integrated battery packs for high-power energy applications, that is, electric vehicles.I na ni nsitu NPD experiment, commercialb atteries are nearly alwaysp referred because of the high content of active material( i.e., > 15 gi n3Ah battery with LiCoO 2 or LiMnNiCoO 2 (NMC) cathodes);t he main drawbacks are the limited options of cathode and anode chemistries. Despite the high penetration of neutrons, the battery geometry,a sw ell as the composition of the non-electrode battery components, must be considered in an in situ NPD experiment. [5a, c, 13, 22, 24, 26, 27, 30, 34, 37, 43-45, 48] The hydrogen content of the battery is also detrimentalt ot he quality of NPD data. Hydrogen produces ab ackground component in NPD data due to its large incoherentn eutron-scattering crosss ection, and ideally cells should not contain hydrogen.C ommercial batteries overcome this issue through their large electrode contents, which makes the ratio of electrode to hydrogen sufficient for the collection of high-quality NPD data.
Custom-designed, neutron-friendly batteries that can employ developing or commerciale lectrode materials as the cathodea nd anode for in situ NPD experiments have evolved. The very first lithium-ion battery used in an in situ NPD experiment was ab inder-freep seudo-solid-state battery.I th ad ah alf-cell configurationw ith ac ylindrical shape that used aP yrex tube as the casing material,l ithium roll as the anode, Celgards eparator,c athode composite (mixture of active material, electrolyte, and carbon black), andg old plating on the inner wall of the tube as the cathode current collector.T he cathodew as loosely packed, and thus, had poor contact with the current collector.G iven the high amounto fa ctive material, the detected signals were excellent. However,t he design of the battery made the electrochemical performance of the cathode under study far from that normally achieved. This design was used by the groups of Bergstrom [20] and Berg, [21] and is shown in Figure 5w ith the corresponding NPD data.
Learning from this design to improve electrochemical performance, cells with compactly packed electrodes as ar esult of mechanical force were constructed. Four alternated esigns have been explored in in situ NPD experiments, as shown in Figure 6 . The electrochemical performance of these batteries is generally satisfactory,w hereas the collection time of each operando pattern is typicallyq uite long (30 min or more).M oreover,t hese designs requireapremade cell body that may not be convenient to handle in somel aboratories.
Another successfully implemented design is the so-called roll-over design first introduced in Sharmae tal. [11, 15] This design is am odified version of the original cylindrical cell (i.e., 18650)a nd has been used reliably to correlate the structure and electrochemistry of electrode materials.T he central part of the battery is prepared by rolling overt he stack, whichi sc omposed of al ong strip of separator,p ositive electrode with the slurry facing up and aluminumr od (or copper wire) wound in the "tab" at one end, the second strip of separator,a nd finally the lithium metal with copperw ire wound in the end of the lithium metal (the same end as the aluminum rod, see Figure 7 ). The assemblyi sd one inside ag love box. The rolled stack is then inserted into av anadium can, which contributes almostn egligibly to the NPD pattern. Although the roll-over battery has produced excellent resultsw hen using in situ NPD, as ignificant drawback of the design is the technical degree of difficulty in its construction,w ith compactness of the roll-over difficult to achieve and failed cells often leading to limited rate capability andc apacity.S hort circuits and disconnects are rela- www.chemsuschem.org tively easy to introduce into the roll-over design,a nd these can be catastrophict ob attery function and are detectable only once the expensive deuterated electrolyte has been added. Applyings ufficient pressure to the rolled electrodes is particularly difficult when windingt he cell by hand. The process requires manuald exterity inside ag love box and may not lead to consistent results. Moreover,t he total mass of active material with respect to all cell components is dependento n the size of the vanadium can and must be recorded to calculate the total neutron absorption. Finally,t he size of the can and thickness of the separator (i.e.,p olyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane) constrain the amount of active material, and the battery is in the half-cell configuration with al arge amount of lithium foil (similar volume as the target working electrodes), which can be hazardous.
The last cell design, which is now becoming more popular and is relativelye asy to prepare in as tandard laboratory,i st he pouch cell, which contains sheets of multiple individual cells connected in parallel or rolled similarly to the commercial pouch-type batteries found in mobile electronics. The battery is prepared by stacking anode-separator-cathodel ayers in parallel ( Figure 8a ). The stack is tightened with Kapton tape (Figure 8b )a nd the assembly can be done outside of the glove box because the battery can be used in the full-cell configuration. However,t he electrode stack needs to be placed in an argon-filled glove box to dry fora tl east 24 hb efore the electrolyte is injected. The stack is then wrapped in apolypropylene-coated aluminump ouch (Figure 8c )a nd heat-sealed, with one side left open for the injection of the electrolyte. The typical thickness of ab attery is about 0.6-0.8 cm, includingt he separator, electrodes, and aluminump ouch casing. The pouch casing is aluminum foil about0 .16 mm thick with the outer surfacec oated with thin polyamide and the inner surface coated with thin polyester.T he polyamide/aluminum/polyester containsh ydrogen, and the contributiono ft hese components to the NPD data is not negligible. The inner polyester layer is used for heat sealinga nd protecting the electrode stack from short circuits. The outer polyamide layer can be removed by light sanding, which reduces the amount of hydrogen in the sample. Thes tacked cell resembles ar ectangular prism (or pouch)t hat can typically functiona th igher charge/discharge rates. The disadvantages of the pouch-type battery for in situ NPD experiments are similar to those of the 18650-type, in addition to af urtherc omplication arising from its non-annular geometry;t he latter can be addressed by aligningt he sample on the instrument, so that the battery volume probedb yt he neutrons has equal width and thickness, which simulates an annulars ample. Predominantly due to its ease of construction in ar esearch-laboratory setting, the pouch-type battery is increasingly being used in NPD experiments.
Battery designs for in situ SXRPD experiments
Compared with the battery designs used for NPD experiments, the batteries employed in in situ XRPD or SXRPD are relatively simplera nd smaller.Arecent review of these designs has been published, [54] in whichc ells for laboratory and synchrotron XRD experiments are compared and the use of reflection and transmission geometry are discussed. Considering transmission Figure 5 . The binder-free pseudo-solid-state battery (a) and corresponding NPD patterns of the battery in the b) charged and c) discharged states. [20] Reproduced with permissionf rom IUCr.A= seal for lithium, B = brass collars, C = O-ring, D = lithium, E = solid polymer electrolyte and separator, F = cathode mixture, G = goldcurrentc ollector,H= Pyrex tube, I = connection to diffractometer.
ChemSusChem 2015, 8,2826 -2853 www.chemsuschem.org XRPD experiments, the batteries are designed with at hin lithium-/sodium-metal anode, polymer separators, and carbonate electrolytes to minimize X-ray absorption.T hey feature holes in the stainless-steel casing materialt oa llow X-ray transmission and theseh oles are covered with Kapton or beryllium windows, depending on the design. Ac ommonly used battery for atransmission SXRPD experiment can be considered as amodified "coin-type" (i.e.,C R2032) battery.T hree types of transmission in situ cells for SXRPD experiments are compared herein: planar stacking, coin-type, and as pecially designedA rgonne multipurpose in situ X-ray (AMPIX) cell. Thes ignals from all three battery types are comparable, but the electrochemical performance and cell preparationc an be distinctly different.
Brant et al. [54] showed that the planars tacking battery comprised of two aluminum plates:o ne with as mall recess (1.2 1.2 0.2 cm)a nd the other with ar aised sectionw ith slightly smallerd imensions. Ah ole was drilled on each plate to allow the transmission of the X-ray beam and each plate or casing was electrically insulated with Kapton tape. The whole cell was assembled as shown in Figure 9w ith the beam direction specified. Each electrode was placed inside and isolatedb yu sing aP VDF separator.T he aluminum plates or casings are also used as current collectors and the plates are held together by insulated screws.K imptona nd Gu, [55] among other authors, [56] presented the use of am odified coin-cell (CR2032, see Figure10) with open windows.I ti satypical coin cell, but features holes in the casing to allow the X-ray beam to pass through.C ompared with the planar cell proposed in Brant et al., [54] this designi sfeasible for preparation in most laboratories. However,i nb othc ases, the main drawbacki st he Kapton- Figure 6 . The battery designs presented by a) Rosciano et al., [23] b) Godbole et al., [33] c) Bianchini et al., [31] and d) Vadlamanietal. [47] These figures have beenr eproducedf rom Ref. [33] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry,IUCr,a nd reprintedwith permissionf rom Refs. [31, 47] .Copyright2 013 and 2014, The ElectrochemicalS ociety. www.chemsuschem.org tape covered holes, which can limit the performance of the battery.M oreover,t he Kapton-tape covered holes represent the volume that is sampled by the X-ray beam, and this data may show al ess electrochemically activep art of the cell (or one that lags) due to the relativelyp oor contact of the electrode underneath the holes to the casing current collector material.
To overcome the contact issue, the AMPIX (Figure1 1) [16] cell was designed to provide reliable electrochemical cycling over extended periodso wing to the uniform stackp ressure applied by rigid X-ray windowsa nd the formation of ah igh-fidelity hermetic seal. This design is thought to be versatile, easy to use, and suitable for operando and in situ measurements of battery materials during electrochemical cycling by using avariety of X-ray techniques. The rigidX -ray windows ensure the electrochemical performance of the battery,w hicha llows penetrationo ft he X-ray beam, and the researchers can connect phase evolution with the electrochemical behavior more accurately.T he AMPIX cell is arguably one of the most successful and reliable designs; however,f or the majority of researchers this is not as convenient to prepare as the coin-type cells.
It is noteworthy that electrochemicalc ells have been designeds pecifically to overcome contact issues in previous laboratory or synchrotron XRPD cells. These include aS wagelok cell [57] designf or use in transmissiongeometry experiments in which the beam passest hrough the cell assembly andt he lithium side of the battery is covered with an epoxy resin. The resin acts to seal lithium from air and behavea sapoor X-ray scatter. Am odification of this design [58] uses beryllium windows on both the positive and negative sides of the battery to minimize further X-ray scattering. This design allowsf or both transmission and reflection geometries. As equenceo fp lungers and springs are used to ensure contact and the cell can be easily disassembled. Notably, the cell has been used at rates of 5Cfor at least 10 cycles and shown to work for both XRPD and X-ray absorp- [54] ChemSusChem 2015, 8,2826 -2853 www.chemsuschem.org tion spectroscopy experiments. Recently,adesign for laboratory XRPD experiments wasd eveloped and, although complex, it is reliable and robust. [59] The main advantage of this cell is the replacement of beryllium with ag raphite cell window,w hich makes it safer to handle. It features ag raphite dome with ac onventional coin-cell assembly.S crews are used to tighten the cell stack to ensure contact and XRPD patterns have been recorded in 18 min with the cell. One foreseeable issue may be electrolyte containment;h owever,t his may be overcome with electrolyte-poor cells.
The choiceo fc ell to use in XRPD experiments ultimately depends on the instrumenta nd type of informationt hat is required, for example, the desired current rate. The important parameteri nt he choiceo ft he cell is that the electrochemical performance of the in situ XRPD cell is equivalent to that of ac onventional cell.
Key Examples

Alkaline batteries
Alkalineb atteries find use in many portable applicationsw ith low power requirements, such as tape recorders, cassette players, andw all clocks. Arguablyt hese batteries are superseded by rechargeable NiMH or lithium-ion batteries for certain applications,s uch as portable music players, yet they are still widely availablea nd used for certain applicationsd ue to their significantly lower cost. Alkaline batteries have largely replaced zinccarbon batteries, but these represent one of the cheapest batteries on the market. In the case of zinc-carbon batteries, Zn is the anode with MnO 2 coatedo nacarbon cathode, which transforms into Mn 2 O 3 during discharge. The electrolyte is an aqueous solutiono fN H 4 Cl or ZnCl 2 in the form of ap aste. Comparatively, the commercial alkaline batteries contain the same materials for the anode and cathode, but the electrolyte is conventionally KOH (aq) .A ne xcellent account of polymorphism in MnO 2 and the development of perceived reduction reactions in alkaline batteries can be found in the literature. [60] In situ NPD work [60, 61] to study the electrochemistry of g-MnO 2 was undertaken by using as pecially designed cell with adeuterated electrolyte solution (KOD in D 2 O), as shown in Figure 12 . The g-form of MnO 2 is widely used in primary batteries. [62] The in situ NPD study determined that the reduction process followed three stagesa nd the final stage was responsible for the breakdown of the structure. Furthermore, thermally induced transitions were found to go through seven steps before transforming into a-Mn 2 O 3 .R eaders are also directed to aR ef. [63] ,w hich describes an eutron diffraction study of an alkaline battery by using the D1B diffractometer at the ILL in France.
In situ NPD data shows the transitions that occur within ac athode during discharge.I mportantly,i ti si nt he final stages of discharge that the structural breakdown of the cathode occursa nd this is responsible for the completion of battery discharge, with the potential dropping to around zero after the final discharge stage. Here, the link between thec athode structure and electrochemical discharge curve suggestst hat al onger preservation of the structure may enablel onger discharge; however, other variables of the battery need to be considered for this to occur. This deeper understanding of the discharge process in the cathode sheds light on how battery capacitym ay be improved.
NiMH batteries
NiMH batteries have been studied with neutron scattering techniques by substituting hydrogenw ith deuterium and exploring the relationship between battery performance and the structure of the constituents.N iMH batteries contain anodes based on the LaNi 5 alloy,i nw hich Ni can be substituted by transition metalsand La is often acombination of rare-earthelements referred to as am ishmetal. These anodesr eplace the Cd anode found in NiÀCd batteries, making them significantly [55] Figure 11 . The AMPIX cell for in situ SXRPD experiments reported by Borkiewicz et al. [16] Reproducedw ith permission from IUCr. www.chemsuschem.org more environmentally friendly. [64] Substitutions in the LaNi 5 alloy are tailoredt op roduce the bestb attery performance, in particular, cycle life and rate capability,w hicha re the major drawbacks of these batteries. The electrolyte is KOH dissolved in water and the reduction of water or hydrogen gas dissociation is the meansb yw hich energy is stored. [65] The battery chemistry can be writtena sN iOOH/Ni(OH) 2 j KOH j AB 5 /AB 5 H x [66] and we discuss the electrodes below.
An umber of in situ NPD studies have been undertaken [65, 67] with custom-designed cells ( Figure 13 ). Depending on neutron diffractometer collection times, different aspects of NiMH batteries have been investigated,f or example, high current rate electrode behavior with the more intense D20 diffractometer relative to the moderate to low current rate behavior at the lower neutron-intensityi nstrument D1B (also at the ILL). Sufficient time resolution is critical to investigate high-current work, for example, 1min acquisitions are required if the entire charge-discharge processi so nly 1h long. In these cases, the electrolyte had to be deuterated (KOD/D 2 O) to measure as ignal from the electrode of interest and 2-7 ga ctivem aterials were used, depending on the instrument and cell. Cells with cylindrical geometry were used. Good time resolution allows the kinetics of phaset ransformationst ob es tudied and Latroche et al. [67a] showed that the main rate-limiting step of charge-discharge was the kinetics of the a,b phase transformation. Notably,t his was related to the phase interface rather than the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen (or in this case deuterium)a tb oth low and high currentr ates. This study compared phase evolution (e.g.,v olumee xpansion) and fractions with voltage under different electrochemical conditions.
Other in situ NPD studies have shown that the metastable gintermediate phase can form with cobalt-containing alloys (in which Co > 5%)a nd has intermediate properties between those of the a and b phases. [65, 67b, c] An advantage in charging/ discharging via the g-phase is that it has been shown to reduce strain (large-scale volume expansion) at the a-b interface, which helps to minimize corrosion;asignificant problem with alkaline electrolytes. These experiments allow studies of the formation of the g-phase, which is only observed in in situ experiments because it is metastablea nd observed under nonequilibrium conditions. [64, 67c, d] Additionally,c obalt tends to be the most expensive component in the mishmetal, yet gives rise to better performance through the formation of the g Figure 12 . Schematic illustration of the cell used to demonstrate the function of an alkaline cell with in situ NPD. [60] Figure 13. An in situ electrochemicalcellfor studying electrodeevolution in aN iMH battery during operation. www.chemsuschem.org phase;t huss tudies have investigatedm ethods to minimize the cobalt content.T he substitution of Ce for La, aC e/La ratio with minimal Co concentration, or the introduction of Fe with no Co have been shown to undergo similarc harge/discharge processes.
[67b] The longerp hase life of the g phase and larger phase fraction lead to better cycling performance, even in cobalt-free samples.
[67d] This illustrates how manufacturing costs can be improved by undertaking in situ NPD experiments to study the g phase duringc harging/discharging.
In situ NPD data of these electrodes enabled the determination of 1) the rate-limiting step, which is a,b phase transformation, duringc harge-discharge; [67a] and2 )the metastable gphase as the reason behind the higher performance of cobaltcontaining alloys. [64, 67c, d] Here, the NPDs tudy provided unparalleled insighti nto how thesee lectrodes might be improved, for example, by replacing cobaltw ith environmentally friendly cations that stabilized the g-phase. Researchers have used this information to direct chemical substitution studies.
The cathode tends to be an ickel oxyhydroxide based material and in situ NPD studies have investigated redox processes with both the g-a nd b-NiOOH phases directly transforming into b-Ni(OH) 2 with reduction by at wo-phase mechanism. [65, 67e] These measurements have allowed the elimination of as tructural cause behind the second plateau observed in electrochemicalr eduction;i nstead, surface properties have been cited as the reason for the second plateau.Arecent example also showedt hat the C/5 and C/10 rates did not influence the charge/discharge kinetics of the structural transformationso f La 2 MgNi 9 .
[67f] These experiments contribute to the understanding of reactivity mechanisms and phase evolution.
As lightly different in situ NPD study can also be used to see the influence of hydrogen or deuterium gas pressure on the composition at constant temperatures to determine optimal loadingsa nd the response of the phases presenti nt he intermetallic-hydride anode, [65, 68] for example, pressure-composition isotherms( PCI). The role of each metallic substitution of Ni in LaNi 5 can be systematicallyc haracterized. [66] Combining thermodynamic properties with structuralm easurements allows in situ data to provide furtheri nsight into the behavior of electrodes and batteries because the location of the hydridec an be quantified at each step.
In situ NPD studies of NiMH batteries have revealed which phases are essential in stabilizing and optimizing anode performance. Such studies have also shown how substitutions and phase transformationsi nt he cathode influence electrochemistry to reveal, in detail,t he link between chemical substitution and the kinetics and thermodynamics of structural transitions. Understanding these links allows researchers to target substitutions that improvebattery performance.
Lithium-ion batteries
Early studies on lithium-ion batteries utilized in situ XRD to show structural changes in the cathode and anode materials [5b, 69] during charging and discharging andavarietyo fc ell designs, X-ray sources, and collection times were experimented with;arecent review highlighted these developments. [54] The most commonly used cell design is ac oin cell with holes cut in the stainless-steel casing and spacer. The holes are either replacedw ith ab eryllium window or Kapton tape. The latter has al imited lifetimed ue to the electrolyte attacking the adhesive and tape itself. Ar ecent exemplifying study illustratest he detail that can be extracted from in situ SXPRD studies. Gummow and co-workersi nvestigated the composition of al ithium-rich transition-metalo xide system that exhibited complex structures, often with persistent intergrowth of two phases,b ut that could be related to layered LiCoO 2 or more generally the a-NaFeO 2 -type structure. [56] The advantage of these cathodes is that they can deliver ah igher capacity when chargedt oc ertainv oltages. Because the energy density of al ithium-ion battery is limited by the cathode, ah igh-capacity cathodet ranslates into ah ighere nergy density battery.T he evolution of the cathode can be determined from the synthetic method and the range of compositions, phases, and thus evolution can be complex.
This work showed how ac omposite electrode made of two layered-type materials described above, one lithium-rich and the other lithium-poor,c ould be cycleda nd how each phase evolved. The phase compositionw as determined by using ex situ data of pure powders, and Figure 14 shows the evolution of the lattice parameters of each component during charge/ discharge. [56] Clearlye ach component is electrochemically active and the rate at whicht he lattice parameters evolve is different;t herefore, each component carriest he charge at different rates and/or times during operation.F or such an experiment,t he similarity of the phases present in the system means that resolution is criticalt odetermine how each phase evolves.
In this case, during charging, the c lattice parameter of both phases increases and the a lattice parameter decreases, with the reverseo ccurring during discharging. The transition is continuous,w hich is indicative of as olid-solution reaction. Importantly,t he lattice parameters of the electrode do not return to their original value at the end of discharging, which indicates Figure 14 . Lattice parameter evolutiono fat wo-phase composite electrode duringb atterycycling in an in situ XRPD experiment. [56] Reprinted with permission from Ref. [56] .Copyright2 013,T he ElectrochemicalS ociety. www.chemsuschem.org that either the electrode is not in its equilibrium state or that structural rearrangements restrict further discharge.
This example shows how in situ SXRPDc an revealt he structural evolution of at wo-component electrode, identifying both the potential and rate of evolution,a nd allowing the determination of correlationsb etween phase evolution of the two components, for example, synergistico rs equential evolution. Electrochemically inactive parts of the electrode can also be determined. Such studies can be used to direct the tailoringo f the component ratio within composite electrodes. It is important to note that this information is derived for crystalline phases,w ith in situ PDF methods better suited to the study of amorphousphases.
The key information missing from such in situ XRPD experiments is atomici nformation on lithium, for example, the occupancy and evolution of the occupancy in each of the phases present in the cathode. NPD, in principle, can provide this informationi nat ime-resolved manner.T he first example of the time-resolved tracking of lithium ions in an electrode during battery functionw as determined for aL i 1 + y Mn 2 O 4 cathode, for which the lithium occupancy was modeled at two crystallographic sites during the chargea nd discharge processes. [38] This work has been extended to ar ange of compositions, x = 0, 0.05, and 0.10, in Li 1 + x Mn 2Àx O 4 by using in situ NPD.
[51] Li 1 + y Mn 2 O 4 adopts ac ubic spinel structure and Figure 15 shows the evolution of the lithium sites as af unctiono ft ime and the discharged states are indicated. The mechanism of lithium insertion and extraction was found to differ and this wasr elated to the empiricalf inding of the differencesi nthe ease of charging relative to discharging batteries containing such electrodes. During lithium insertion, the 16c site is initially occupied, followed by ad epletion of lithium at this site and an increase in the occupancy of the 8a site, whereas duringl ithium extraction the majority of the process occurs from the 8a site, and only in the later stagesa re both sites occupied ( Figure 15 ). Notably,t he lithium site evolutiona nd occupancy fluctuation are also manifested in the lattice parameters, with changes in the lithium parameters influencing the rate of change (e.g.,e xpansion or contraction)o ft he lattice. Therefore, lattice evolution could be correlated to the population and depopulation of the lithium sites as af unction of time and battery potential. This level of structural detail with respect to the electrochemical state of the battery is unprecedented in thel iterature. The related in situ NPD study of Li 1 + x Mn 2Àx O 4 compositions showsh ow phase evolution varies with the Li content (x)i n the originalc athode. [51] The cathode exhibits only solid-solution behavior at one extreme (x = 0.10), whereas it shows as equenceo ft wo two-phase reactions at the other (x = 0). These phase transitions and structural evolution correlate to the slope and features in the electrochemical charge-discharge curves. These cells were cycled at the C/20 rate and features in the dQ/dV plots correlated to both the phasee volutiona nd lithium site-occupancy factors. Notably,t he nonuniform rate of lithium extraction is supported by the appearance of time and potentiald omains with fast and slow lithium extraction.O verall, the initial compositionh as as ignificant influence on phase evolution and determines the cathode performance.
The time-resolvedt racking of lithium occupancy and distributionw as extended to the LiMn 1.5 Ni 0.5 O 4 cathode [42] and Li 4 Ti 5 O 12 anode [41] by using custom-designed pouch batteries and Li 1 + x Mn 2Àx O 4 by using TiÀZn alloy coin-type half-cells. [51] These battery designs allow researchers to make batteries in laboratories with limiteda mounts of startingm aterials (e.g., gram scale) with the capability of trackingl ithium evolution during battery function. Interestingly,t he battery performance at the current rates investigated resemblest hat of either smaller coin or commercial cells. This is expectedf or work examining the Li 1 + y Mn 2 O 4 cathode [38] because this uses what is effectively acommercial cell.
Another aspect of in situ NPD is that the entireb attery can be in the neutron beam,w hich allows the whole electrode to be probed. Using ar oll-over cylindrical cell, researchers were able to show how the reaction mechanismse volved in aL iFePO 4 cathode.T hey showed the first experimental evidence for the presence of simultaneous reaction mechanismso ccurring in this electrode during battery function. [28] Structural characteristics of both the solid-solution-type and two-phase-type reaction mechanism were observed duringc ertain states of charge, as shown in Figure 16 . The changing lattice parameter is indicative of as olid-solution reaction, whereas the changing phase fraction of LiFePO 4 and FePO 4 is indicative of the twophase reaction. Figure 16 also highlights the parameters that can be extracted from in situ NPD experiments:t he electrochemicalp arameters of potential and current, and also the structuralp arameters of lattice and phase fractionsi nt his case. The cases presented above for Li 1 + y Mn 2 O 4 ,L iMn 1.5 Ni 0.5 O 4 ,a nd Li 4 Ti 5 O 12 also show the atomics tructuralp arameters, especially for lithium, in addition to thats hown in Figure 16 . Figure 15 . Lithium site-occupancy evolution during charging/discharging ofaLi 1 + y Mn 2 O 4 cathode. The region of the structure that is highlighted illustrates the location of the 8a and 16c crystallographic sites. [38] Reprinted and adapted with permission from [38] .C opyright2 013 American Chemical Society. ChemSusChem 2015 ChemSusChem , 8,2826 ChemSusChem -2853 www.chemsuschem.org Therefore, the bulk phase evolution of the cathode during charging-discharging, similar to the Li 1 + x Mn 2Àx O 4 [51] cathode studies and the in situ XRPD studies, can be determined from in situ NPD. However,i nsitu NPD flourishes in the ability to track lithium in real time during charging/discharging of whole batteries. The lithium site-occupancy factorsa nd phase evolution can be relatedt of eatures in the electrochemical curves, including for commercial cells and cells optimized specifically for NPD; this allows exploration of the parameterspace and directs researchers towards improved electrode materials.
Sodium-based batteries
Molten-salt-baseds odium batteries functioning at relatively high temperatures have been investigated and commercialized.
[70] They require molten sodium salts and typicallyr un at temperatures above 200 8C; however,s ome newly developed salts have brought the operational temperatures down to 90 8C. Typical components within these cells are Na/NaCl, Ni/ NiCl 2 ,o rF e/FeCl 2 electrodes with b-aluminaa st he electrolyte scaffold and NaAlCl 4 as asecondary electrolyte. [70a] There is areaction front that propagates in these batteries through the balumina electrolyte consuming NaCl to form FeCl 2 or NiCl 2 and Na + (or Na metal) duringc harging and the reversed uring discharging. Very little diffraction work on these batteriesa s aw hole has been conducted;t hree reports have been identified to date. [70a, 71] Neutronw ork is particularly elegant because the large cell shown in Figure 17 ai su sed with two different batteries at two states of charge (discharged and half charged). Researchers were able to use radiographic images to illustrate physicalc hanges in the distribution of speciesi nside the batteries (Figure 17 ca nd d) and to realize a3 Dt omographic image of the battery (Figure 17 b) . The internal structure of the battery could be determined and the differences between the states of charge illustrated, that is, the reaction front and sodium level in the anode (Figure 17 ca nd d) . In addition, because neutron scattering is nondestructive, the same batteries were measuredo naresidual stress diffractometerb yt aking measurementsa tv arious gauge volumes inside the battery (Figure 17 e) . Clearly,a ss hown in Figure 17 f, the crystalline phase composition inside the battery evolvesf rom the outside towardst he battery center, which is relatedt ob oth the internal structure and the reaction front progressing through the battery.P hase compositions and ratios can be quantified and trackedt hroughout the battery,a nd differences in the phase composition between the discharged and half-charged battery compared. In this case, the half-chargedb attery contained as ignificant proportion of Na 6 FeCl 8 .
[70a] Therefore, by coupling tomography and diffraction, researchers visualized the reaction front and phase composition of these batteries, all without openingt he batteries. Thus, these relatively large batteries can be probed by using neutron diffraction methods.
An in situ energy-dispersive XRPD study described the phase evolution and kinetic parameters.
[71a] High-energyX -rays were used to penetrate into the full-sizedm etal halide battery (Figure 18 a) . For such energy-dispersive XRPD experiments, a" white beam" or beam with ad istribution of X-ray wavelengths was used and the detector measuredt he intensity versus energy of the scattered beam. Data such as that shown in Figure18b is produced, for which the x axis is energy and the y axis is the pattern number;i nt his case, corresponding to the depth inside the cell. The y axis can be alteredt oaf ixed positioni nside the cell and phase evolution at this position (defined as ag auge volume) can be examined as af unctiono f discharge (Figure 18 c) . Using peak identification and fitting regimes,t hese researchers were able to show the reaction processest hat occurred to validate the existence of the Na 6 FeCl 8 phase. They also showed when phase evolutiono ccurred with respectt ot he battery state of charge( at emporal study) and then at af ixed state of charge where the reaction front was located (a spatial study). Therefore, excellent space and time information can be extracted from these batteries by using such an experiment. The next step would be to capture this informationf or the entire battery height, similart othat shown above with neutrons.
In situ NPD as ad epth-sensitive probe has revealed the phase evolution of am olten salt battery andr eactionp rogres- (open symbols)are also shown( bottom). Shaded vertical regionsa re locations where simultaneouss olid-solution and two-phase reactionsa re observed. [28] Reprinted with permission from [28] .Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. ChemSusChem 2015 ChemSusChem , 8,2826 ChemSusChem -2853 www.chemsuschem.org sion in these devices. Phase evolution as af unction of discharge was also determined by using energy-dispersive XRPD. From this information, researchers can determine which phases are present or formed,a nd whether these are soluble, electrochemically active, or adverse to performance. This assists in the modeling of battery degradation and performance. However,a se vident from the results in Figures 17 and 18 , there is significantly more complexity to in situ NPD or XRPD experiments of molten-salt batteries, relative to the same experiments on lithium-ion batteries discussed in Section6.3. Notably,a lthough only ap ortion of battery evolution is captured (the gauge volume), this is sufficient to determine valuable informationc oncerning battery function.
The question remains whether the gap between al ithiumion battery and as odium molten-salt battery can be bridged. This has led to dramatic developmentsa nd advances in sodium-ion batteries, which work in as imilar manner to lithium-ion batteries, but use sodium as the energy carrier. The research drive here is the cost of sodium, which is significantly cheaper than lithium due to the abundance of sodiumi nt he Earth's crust, in addition to thea bility to use aluminumc urrent collectors for both electrodes in as odium-ion battery. [8] The latter is fairly significant because Cu current collectors are required at the negative electrode in lithium-ion batteries to prevent LiÀAl alloy formation and Cu is becomingm ore expensive. [8] Aluminum current collectors also reduce the weight of the battery and, for in situ diffractione xperiments, reduce the number of components in the beam. Other advantages in sodium-ion systems are similarr eduction potentials (2.94 V versus H 2 /Pt relative to 3.04 Vv sH 2 /Pt for Li)a nd the similarity in chemical properties. [8, 72] The disadvantages include the size of the sodium cation, whichr equires larger volumes for insertion/extraction, and the relatively sluggish insertion/extraction reactions relative to lithium predominantly due to kinetic effects. [8, 72] Nonetheless, sodium-ion batteries are now attracting significant interest, as demonstrated by approximately 400 publications until 2012, 98 in 2012, and around 220 in 2013 (Web of Science).
Diffraction has played akey role in the developmentofcomponents for sodium-ion batteries and work has also determined the time-resolved sodium and lattice evolution of electrodesd uring charging and discharging. This insighti sv ery powerful in sodium-ion battery electrodes because the major issues with positive electrodes are the amount of sodium that can be reversibly inserted/extracted and the number of major structurald istortions that occur during the insertion/extraction process. Specifically,s ome cathodes under study include Na x CoO 2 , [73] Na x MnO 2 , [74] Na x CrO 2 , [75] Na x FePO 4 , [76] Na x M 2 (XO 4 ) 3 , and variousc ompositions in the Na x M 2 O 2y (PO 4 ) 2 F 3Ày series,i n which M = V, Fe, Co, Mn, and Ni and X = Si, P, S, and Mo. [8, 77] To Figure 17 . a) An image of the molten-salt sodium battery,b )the internal schematic,c )a nd d) tomographic imageso ft he battery,e)the gauge volumes for NPD studies, and f) the resulting NPD patterns.
[70a]
ChemSusChem 2015, 8,2826 -2853 www.chemsuschem.org date, an umber of in situ XRD experiments have been carried out, but theseh ave focusedo ni nsertion/extraction reactions under equilibrium or low-current conditions [73, 74, 76, 78] and typically avoid time-resolvedi nfluences. The cellsu sed are often based on coin cells with either electrodes spread on the current collector or as pellets. Depending on whether synchrotron or laboratory X-ray radiation is used, precludes whether transmission or reflection geometry is preferred. The radiation source also determines the collection times, and hence,the applied charge/discharge (current) rates used.
Ar ecent series of studies of the Na x V 2 O 2y (PO 4 ) 2 F 3Ày system by using SXRPD highlight how sodium atomic parameters can be trackedi natime-resolvedm anner. [79] Researchers investigated two compositions with an overall vanadium oxidation state of about 3.8 + and 4 + ,a nd found that the reactionm echanism evolution was distinctly different in each of these, even thought he same redox couple (V 4 + to V 5 + )w as involved in the charge/discharge or sodiume xtraction/insertion processes. Figure 19 shows the subtle differences in reaction mechanism evolution during charging with an additional phase presenti n the V 4 + system,a si dentified by the additional reflection(s) in the collated in situ data. Using these data, researchers were able to model the sodiums ite occupancies at two sodium sites in the P4 2 /mmm structural model during the solid-solution reaction mechanism regimes.T he role each site played and their interplay,d epending on the electrochemical conditions (e.g.,d uring ap otentiostatic step),a nd battery history illustrated how the electrode functioned at an atomicl evel. Figure 20 shows the sodium site evolutiona safunctiono f charge and discharge in the Na x V 2 O 2y (PO 4 ) 2 F 3Ày (y = 0.8) electrode.T he Na2 site appears to be "active" and decreases in Na content after the first two-phase region, whereas the Na1 site remains virtually unchanged in this period.A dditionally,d uring the latter parts of discharge prior to the two-phase region the same behavior is noted with the Na2 site being the most "active" in sodium contentc hanges. Therefore, sodiume volution can be clearly related to the electrochemical curves. This in situ experiment of the Na x V 2 O 2y (PO 4 ) 2 F 3Ày (y = 0.8) electrode highlights the need for time-resolved in situ experimentation because all ex situ evidence prior to this experiment suggested aw hollys olid-solution mechanism for the charge/ discharge behavior of this electrode. [80] Ar elatively straightfor- Figure 18 . a) Schematicillustration of the sample stage and experimental setup and the computed tomographic image of the cell. Contour-typeplots of the diffraction patternsb)along the cell diagonalataf ixed state of charge and c) at af ixed position during discharge with the potential profile shown.
[71a]
ChemSusChem 2015, 8,2826 -2853 www.chemsuschem.org ward coin-cell experiment at as ynchrotron sourcea nd ar elatively fast charge/discharge rate illustrated that the reaction evolution was more complicated than as imple solid-solution mechanism, but also that the phases present were distorted structurally,a dopting the same structuralm otif (e.g.,s pace group). Additionally,t he ex situ SXRPD data collected for the electrode after extraction from the coin cell indicated ah igher than expected Na content of 2.26(6), [80] whereas in situ data at the same point in chargei ndicted aN ac ontent of 1.15 (13) [79a]
at the first cycle. Notably,t he expected Na content based on the amount of charget ransferred through the electrode (electrochemistry) was closer to the in situ results, which suggested some equilibration processes occurred duringt he extraction of the electrode for the ex situ studies;t his furtherh ighlightst he importance of in situ experiments.
The importance of detailed structurald efinition in in situ battery experimentation was demonstrated by using SXRPDt o investigate the Fe[Fe(CN) 6 ] 1Àx ·y H 2 Oa nd Fe[Co(CN) 6 ]e lectrode materials. Researchers found that two modelsw erea ppropriate to describe the collected data;t hese were subtly different with one accounting for the presence of vacancies, often found in these structures, [81] whereas the other did not. Figure 21 shows how the lattice parameters, and hence, volume, follow the same process during the in situ electrochemicals teps, whereas subtle differences are noted in the sodium content of the electrode. [82] This demonstrates that subtle differences in the structuralm odel can distortt he obtained atomic parameters and that modelsm ustb ea ppropriately selected and refinedw ith chemical and physical plausibil- Figure 19 . Contourp lots of SXPRD data of the V % 3.8 + and V 4 + electrodes in the Na x V 2 O 2y (PO 4 ) 2 F 3Ày familyw ith the two-phase regions highlighted during the charge/discharge processesi nthe V % 3.8 + sample and the potential profile. The presenceo fa na dditionalphasei nthe V 4 + electrode during the two-phase reaction is indicated. [79] Reprinted with permission from Ref. [79] .C opyright 2014 American Chemical Society and reproduced with permission from The Royal SocietyofC hemistry. Figure 20 . The evolution of the Na site occupancy at two Na sites(red and black) and the total Na content (blue)i nthe Na x V 2 O 2y (PO 4 ) 2 F 3Ày model, as determined by Rietveld analysis of the structural model by using in situ SXRPD data. Shaded regionsare two-phase reactions and the potential profile is also shown.
[79a] Reproducedw ith permissionfrom The Royal Society of Chemistry. Figure 21 . The Na site occupancy and lattice evolution of aF e[-Fe(CN) 6 ] 1Àx ·y H 2 Oe lectrode duringe lectrochemical cellf unction.T wo models are used to describe the structure, one containingv acancies andthe other free of vacancies;t he volumei nb oth modelsfollowsthe sametrend(blue symbols), but the Na site occupanciesa re different, especially in the charged (Na extracted) state (red and blacksymbols). [82] Reproduced withp ermission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. www.chemsuschem.org ity in mind. Interestingly,t his study also showed that this electrode appeared to take up sodium from the electrolyte during cell construction and storage, transforming the sodium-free electrode, an anode, to as odium-containing cathode ready for battery operation.
Therefore, in situ studies of electrodes in ambient-temperature sodium-ion batteries are advancing this relatively young research field. Then umber of X-ray instrumentsa vailabler elative to neutron-based instruments means that there is likely to be an ever-increasing number of in situ diffraction-based studies. The need for these in situ diffraction studies is compounded by the fact that the structural changes associated with sodium insertion/extraction during charge/discharge are significantly larger and often more adverse than the respective insertion/extraction reactions with lithium.
Future batteries
The next generation of lithium-ion batteries with high capacity are essential for future technology and the electric vehicle market. However, other alternatives have been found, including lithium-air technology,l ithium-sulfur batteries, and the sodium-ion batteries discussed in Section 6.4.
Lithium-air technology has been exploited for batteries by reactingl ithium with oxygen directly from the air.T he reaction is 2Li+ O 2 QLi 2 O 2 and can achieve av ery high capacity of 1200 mA hg À1 ,w hich is significantly highert han that of conventional insertion cathodes. Although the lithium-air system can offer high energy density,t he power density is relatively low.T oa ddresst his problem,c athode materials with large surface areasa re key to lithium-air systemsb ecause the reactions occur at the surfaces of the cathode during the charging/dischargingp rocess. [83] However,t he practical development of al ithium-air battery is prevented by difficulties in mastering lithium metal and oxygen electrodes in an efficient, rechargeable, and safe battery configuration. [84] Another promisingc andidate for ah igh-energy system is the lithium-sulfur battery.S ulfur as an electrode host has the highest theoretical capacity of 1672 mA hg À1 ,w hich is more than 10 times that of the commercially used transition-metal oxides and phosphates. [85] The lithium-sulfur battery is based on the electrochemical redox reaction: 16 Li + S 8 Q8Li 2 S. Althoughs ulfur cathode materials feature advantages such as low cost, long cycle-life, and an intrinsic protection mechanism from overcharging, [86] the poor electrical conductivity and high solubility of polysulfides (Li 2 S x )f ormed during charging/dischargingi nl iquid organic electrolytes limit its utilization as ac athode material. Several strategies are used to solve these problems, including embedding sulfur into ac onductive matrix to increase the electrical conductivity and using polymer or ionic-liquid-based electrolytes to address the solubility issue.
[87] The evolution of these batteries has been pushed to meet the demandso ft he automotive industry;h owever, so far,o nly modest changes, involvingo ne or at mosttwo battery components, have been commerciallyp roposed, alwaysm aintaining an overall chemistry based on insertion processes.
Enabling technologiesb eyondl ithium-iona nd other commonly used batteries will lead to as ignificant cost reduction and an increasei nt he electrochemical performance, resulting in an expansion in applications.B elow we provide some examples of preliminary work undertaken with in situ andd iffraction-based experimentsonf uture battery systems.
Lithium-air or lithium-oxygen batteries, as described above, are one of the most extensively studied metal-air systems. Major questions remain, such as what speciesa re deposited on the air electrode and are the oxidized (discharge) products soluble/insoluble in different solvents, how can the metallic electrode (Li)b ep rotected from air ando xidation on the electrode surface, how can the electrochemical performance be improved, how is the best combinationo fe lectrolytes chosen, and how can the oxygen reduction reactionb ei nvestigated? In situ NPD may play al eading role in the development of these battery systems, by following and identifying the longrange ordered phases during discharging/charging.
Before describing ad esign for an electrochemical cell for in situ NPD studies, first surface area is considered, noting that the desired products are often formed on the surface of the electrodes. As imple experiment was designed by using conventional vanadiumc ans (such as those used in NPD studies) filled with deuterated electrolytes, am agnesium electrode, and an air electrode (metal-airb attery;s ee Figure22). The intention was to studyt he salts produced during the electrochemical reactiona tt he surface of magnesium during discharging. The use of am agnesium rod produced virtually no signal in diffraction data from the salts;o nly magnesium was observed. The use of amagnesium ribbon electrode increases the surface area upon which the salts can form, and hence,t he amount of salt formed, resulting in the detection of the salt, albeit in small quantities, as shown in Figure 23 . AM gCl 2 and D 2 Oe lectrolytei su sed and the phases identifiedi nF igure 23 are Mg(OD) 2 and Mg. The preferred orientation here is significant and has to be accounted for in the model. Therefore, as ignificant quantity of the products in these metal-air type batteries needs to form to detect them by using NPD. www.chemsuschem.org
Reviews
Working witht his knowledge, al ithium-air electrochemical cell for NPD studies was designed ( Figure 24 ). The first iteration of the cell essentiallyc onsisted of lithium metal, ag lass-fiberbased separator containing electrolyte, and an air electrode on nickel mesh all wrapped around ah ollow aluminum cylinder. Appropriate hosec lamps were used on the outside of the mesh to secure the construction and to provide an electrical contact.T he lithium metal is sealed with wax or epoxy at the base and top of the construction to avoid direct air/O 2 contact with the metal. This is similart ot he construction shown in Figure 24 ;h owever,t oi ncreases urface area for reactions to take place and to observe the products, the second iteration of the design featured multiplec oncentric cells, each with slightly larger diameter.E achc ell is connected in series ( Figure 24 ). The iterative improvemento fc ell design is critical to the progress of such experiments towards success and generally multiple experiments are requiredi nt his process.
The advantage in situ XRPD has fore xamining lithium-air batteries is the generallyl arger flux and greater overall interaction of X-rays with matter.H ere smaller coin cells or electrolyte-richc ells can be designed and implemented.T ot he best of our knowledge,only one in situ XRPD study has probedl ithium-air batteries, [88] in which the researchers investigated the evolution of the b-MnO 2 /Pd air electrode during battery operation by using ac ommercially availablei nsitu XRPD cell. They illustrated the formation of Li 2 O 2 and Li 2 Ob ased on al imited number of very weak reflectionsi nb oth ex situ and in situ data. [88] The analysis was qualitative and other factors( changes in b-MnO 2 ,f or example) were not conclusively ruled out. Further work is required to verify phase evolution at the air electrode.W ork has also begun to explore the evolutiono fs olid electrolytes, such as Li 6 PS 5 Br, [89] by using in situ XRPD during lithium-air battery operation to verify their inactivity (or structural robustness) during cycling. In such cases, no structural changes are ag reat result.I nl ithium-air or lithium-oxygen battery studies with in situ XRPD the key concern becomes the ability to detect and reasonably analyze lithium and lithiumcontaining compounds, especially if decomposition or reversible products formed are not crystalline.
Another type of battery in the researcha nd development phase is the all-solid-state battery,i nw hich the typicallyu sed electrolyte solution is replaced by as olid electrolyte that features high ionicc onductivity.A lthoughm ore complicated in construction,d ue to the need to mix the cathode with the solid electrolyte and the need to consider interface effects, the safety, temperature, and leakagei ssues found in conventionall iquidcontaining batteries are essentially overcome. These batteries are fairly ideal for in situ NPD studies. This is because they feature no electrolytes that need to be deuterated and no liquid components to give unwanted background/signal contributions in the collected patterns. Moreover,t he components of the battery tend to be crystalline or glass ceramics. As imple all-solid-state battery design is shown in Figure 25 , in which ac lamp is used to apply pressure to pellets of the anode,s olid electrolyte, and mixture of solid electrolyte andc athode. Kapton tape is used to seal the cell from air prior to removal from the glove box. The neutron beam is adjusted to only expose the cell components,ass hown in Figure 25 . The simple designs hown in Figure 25 may provide sufficient detail on the components of interest, but the issue with these batteries is the charge/discharge time. This is because solid-state batteries constructed in this manner requirer elativelys low charge/discharger ates to avoid polarization andt oensure that the entire pellet is utilized. Therefore, this requires as ignificant amount of diffractometer time to conductasingle in situ experiment. Ac ompromise needs to be reached between charge/discharge rates, the thickness of the pelletsu sed, and the quality of the www.chemsuschem.org diffractiond ata. This issue may be addressed by using thin-film or thin-pellet solid-state batteries potentially with XRPD. Here, the electrode or electrolyte can be probeda nd the charge/discharge rates can be dramatically improved. The long path lengths and sample geometry mean that careful calculations of the beam attenuation through the cell need to be undertaken. Further care needs to be takent oc onsider the preferred orientation of certain components, for example, if the cathode is alignedi naparticulard irection from the film growth procedure.
The advantage gained by using XRPD with solid-stateb atteries is not as significant as that of NPD. The key point here is that the liquid electrolyte is transparentt oX -rays and troublesome with neutrons. Solid-state batteriesm ay complicate X-ray studies because significant attenuation and orientation effects become more important. Thus, there is an eed to choose an appropriate type of cell and radiation for the scientific question being asked.
Summary and Perspectives
What can one determine?
The examples presented above show the level of detail that can be obtained from operando studies. This includes 1) reaction mechanism evolution and how one type of reaction evolvesi nto another,f or example, in LiFePO 4 the interface between solid-solutiona nd two-phase reactions; [28] 2) the crystallographicdistribution of the chargecarrierduring electrochemical charge/discharge processes; [38, 41, 42] 3) the influence of electrochemical conditions, such as voltage limits and appliedc urrent, on the electrode structurea nd evolution; [5c, 13, 38] 4) differences between operando ande xs itum easurements; [79a, 80] 5) kinetics of structural evolution; [5c, 38] 6) functionality of composite electrodes, in which each component varies during charging/discharging; [90] and 7) the existence of intermediate phases. [5a] To determine these and other electrochemical-structural relationships, optimized electrochemical cells need to be constructed that are both representative of the electrochemical performance observed in the laboratory or commercial use and also provideadiffraction signal sufficient for structural and phase-evolution questions to be addressed.
Structural changes during cycling and electrochemical performance
Herein, using af ew brief examples in which multiple studies have been undertaken,w eh ighlight some key findings that in situ structural-electrochemical data have provided.
First, considering LiFePO 4 ,a ss hown in Section6.3, depending on factors such as particles ize, [91] the electrode can show solely single- [92] or two-phase delithiation [6] or ac ombination of both. [93] The reactionm echanisms were probedb yi nsitu XRPD experiments to detail these pathways and show the combined single-and two-phase reactions. For example, 40 nm LiFePO 4 undergoes as olely single-phase reaction during (de)lithiation at ar ate of C/40. The single-phase signature was the continuous shiftingo ft he 2q value of the LiFePO 4 reflections. [92] Recent work to explore the high current rate behavior of LiFePO 4 at micron and smaller particles izes showedt he existence of an additional phase.
[94] In smaller particles, the transition to the metastable phase wass hown to be single phase.
[94c] In these cases, the ability to collect fast data during rapid charge/discharge of the battery wase ssential. One study found an extra peak characteristic of am etastable phase, [94a] which was relatedt oa na pproximate phase composition of Li 0.6-0.75 FePO 4 .T he cell was cycled under non-equilibrium conditions (fast), and thus, the phase was only observed under such conditions. However,i no bserving this phase, the interpretation of the electrochemical reactiono fL iFePO 4 had to be altered to take into accountt he rate dependence on reaction evolution. Systematically,asubsequents tudy illustrated the relationship between current rate and the formation of this metastable phase (single or two phase) by using in situ synchrotronX RD experiments.
[94c] Therefore, time-dependent XRD data at high current rates showedd etails on the non-equilibrium evolution of the electrode materials to allow the identification of new metastable phases and reactionp athways at elevated rates.
Al ogical subsequent example is NaFePO 4 ,w hich adopts the same olivine structure as that of LiFePO 4 and can be synthesized by either chemical ion exchange or electrochemical methods from LiFePO 4 .I nsituX RPD was used to determine the reactionevolution;however,N aFePO 4 showedt wo distinct, plateau-like features in its charge/discharge curve compared with only one flatp lateaui nL iFePO 4 .T his indicates the presence of an intermediate phase and researchers found that the composition wasN a 2/3 FePO 4 .T he electrochemically isolated and characterized Na 2/3 FePO 4 structure was more complex (modulated) than that of the simpler parent olivine. [76, 95] Notably,r esearchers also predicted similar phases for related oli- www.chemsuschem.org vine-type electrodes during charging/discharging. [95a] Am ajor structurald ifferencea ppeared during charginga nd discharging:o nc harging there was as equence of two two-phase reactions, whereas on discharging three phases appeared simultaneously in the ex situ XRPD data. [96] The coexistence of three phases,N aFePO 4 ,N a 2/3 FePO 4 ,a nd FePO 4 ,w as explained by the difference in the volume of the three phases:t he intermediate phase of Na 2/3 FePO 4 helped to alleviate structurals tress associated with the FePO 4 to NaFePO 4 transition.
[78p] The asymmetry in phase evolution was related to the observed differencesi n the electrochemical curves. [97] Further in situ work showedt hat the combination of phase transitions on charging were solid-solution between NaFePO 4 to Na 2/3 FePO 4 ,w hich corresponded to as loping potentialp lateau in the chargec urve and two-phase transition between Na 2/3 FePO 4 and FePO 4 .
[78p] Moreover,i nsitu XRPD data showed how thermodynamicsa nd current rate played ar ole in the evolution of the reactionm echanism during charging/discharging. There was not an abrupt Na 2/3 FePO 4 to Na x FePO 4 (in which x was small) transition, rather what was observedw as ac ontinuous solid-solution reaction of Na 2/3 FePO 4 and Na x FePO 4 during the two-phase transition. Importantly,i ft he current was removed,t he phases relaxedb ack to the Na 2/3 FePO 4 and approximately FePO 4 composition. [78p, 97] Thus, the solid-solution-typeb ehavior appeared to be current rate dependent.
[97] Na x FePO 4 electrodes appeared to show ac urrent-dependent, thermodynamic/kinetic structural evolution during charging/discharging, which couldb ee lucidated by in situ studies.
To give an example of how chemicalc omposition of the electrode altersb oth the electrochemical response, and hence, structural evolution, we consider layered structures of the general formula LiMO 2 ,i nw hich Mc an be Co, Ni, and combinations of Co, Ni, Mn, Al, and so forth. LiCoO 2 is an example of these layered structures in which the stacking axis (c)o ft he layered structure is shown to expand during charging and contract duringd ischarging. [5a, c, 30, 40] This behavior was determined by in situ NPD data at three different current rates ( % 2, 7, and 43 hf or ac hargea nd discharge cycle) on two different types of commercial batteries (pouch and cylindrical cells). [5a,c] Lithium removal upon charging resultedi nt he repulsion of the negativelyc harged CoO 6 layers to expand the c axis. Related work also showed that the c lattice parameter expanded during charging andt hen began to stabilize at higherv oltages (e.g., > 4V). [27] Additionally,recent work on commerciale lectrodes containing combinationso fM= NMC and with M = Ni, Co, and Al, showed interesting stacking axis behavior near the chargeds tate. [45] The LiNi 1/3 Co 1/3 Mn 1/3 O 2 (Panasonic CGR) cathodes showed an expansion of the c stacking axis that equilibrated near the charged state (and during the constant potential step often applieda t4 .2 V), whereas the Li(Ni,Co,Al)O 2 (Panasonic NCR) cathode showed an expansion of the c stacking axis until the charged state and then proceeded to contractd uring the constant potential step. During discharging the LiNi 1/3 Co 1/3 Mn 1/3 O 2 cathode contracted, whereas the Li(Ni,Co,Al)O 2 cathode initially expanded and then contracted. [45] [98] However,d uring ac onstant voltage stepa t4 .5 V, the stacking axis was shown to significantly contract from 14.421(2) to 14.371(3) a fter 40 ha t 4.5 V, and this contracted lattice parameter corresponded to the equivalent found at 4.2 V. Thisb ehaviorw as considered to be relatedtothe structural stabilityoft he delithiated electrode at the charged state.
Ar ecent studys ummarizedt he relationship between the a(b)a nd c lattice parameters and volume of an umber of layeredm aterials. [99] The authorss uggested the concepto f "normal" and "abnormal" layeredm aterials during lithium insertion/extraction.T he normal materials (e.g.,M= Mn, Co, and Ni in LiMO 2 )s howed as tacking axis expansion for the majority of charge (and contractiono ft he a(b)a xes)u ntiln eart he charged state, after which they could collapse. The abnormal case, exemplified by Li 2 MoO 3 ,s howed an expansiono ft he a(b)a xes and relatively smallerc hanges in the c stacking axis (by in situ XRPDd ata). By using thisi nformation, the relationshipb etween the typeo ft ransitionm etal, M; the change in the MÀOb ond length during oxidation (e.g.,M 2 + to M 3 + ); and the influence of the MÀMb ondl ength was proposedt oc haracterize how the lattice parameters woulde volve. Essentially,t hese competing factors wouldd etermine how the crystal structure would evolve, and hence, the electrode stability during cycling (e.g., the stability of the stackinga xisa fter 100 or 1000 so fc ycles). It is these relationships thatc an be determined from as equence of compositional, electrochemical, and (in situ) structural data. www.chemsuschem.org lenging. In particular,w ith in situ NPD, researchers are often faced with ac hoice of whether battery performance should be optimized during NPD data collection or whether the quality of the NPD signal should be optimized. The optimization of NPD signal is often at the cost of battery performance andv ice versa. However, recent stacked pouch cells and titanium-zirconium-based cellsr eplicate the optimized electrochemistry fairly well. [31, 35, 42] On the other hand, the synchrotron XRPD-based coin, Swagelok, and few-layered pouch cells relativelye asily replicateo ptimized battery performance. This is because on ac omparative scale only minor modifications of the researchtype cells need to be made to undertake in situ XRPD experiments,especially at synchrotron sources.
What causest he discrepanciesb etween in situ XRPD and NPD cells and their electrochemical performance?E ssentially, for in situ XRPD experiments (especially at synchrotron sources), small holes need to be drilled into any stainless-steel components to allow penetration (and diffraction) of the X-ray beam. These holes can simply be covered with Kapton tape or beryllium windows.S uch modifications are possible due to the virtually transparent nature of X-rays to the typical light elements that make up plastic,a dhesive, and beryllium. Theb iggest contributiont hese components may have is an increase in background at low angles. The major aspect that can result in the differing performance of the in situ and conventional cells is the pressure applied in the region of the window,e .g., aslightly lower pressure may result in marginally different electrochemical performance. The other drawback is that Swagelok, few-layered pouch and coin cells are not often used in commercial applications but they are used in research laboratories. To place al arge commercial battery,s uch as an 18650, on aX RPD beam, ah igh-energys ynchrotron X-ray source is required.
Why is in situ NPD so much more complicated?F irst, due to the lower intensity of neutrons impinging on the sample and lower probability of interaction (cross section), significantly more sample needs to be placed in the neutron beam. Al arger sample meansl arger cellsa nd typically research laboratoriesa re unable to produce large cells, especially if the electrodes of interesta re only synthesized on ag ram scale. If neutrons weret ransparent to low-atomic-weight elements, particularly hydrogen, scaling up the cells would not be such an issue. However,hydrogen in cellsresultsinalarge background, reducing the signalt on oise ratio. Additionally,a ll low-atomicweightc omponents (e.g.,c arbon-basedb inders) add to either the amorphous broad features or crystalline reflections. Therefore, scaling up the cell implies as imilari ncreasei na ctive material ando ther components that make up ab attery.T oi mprove the signal to noise ratio, the other components in ab attery can be substituted with components that have less hydrogen (e.g.,r eplacing hydrogen with deuterium) or coming up with designs that remove hydrogen or other components altogether.H owever,s imply by replacing one component, say deuterating the carbonate electrolyte, [100] the electrochemical performance of the battery is altered. Typically,m ultiple components need to be substituted or modified to obtain ah ighquality NPDs ignal, and therefore, the battery performance tends to be different to that of an ideal coin-cell-type test, and often shows limited cycle life or some irreversibility.R esearchers are striving towards minimizing this differenceorc haracterizing it in detail with offline cells to better correlate structure with electrochemical properties.
Twof urther aspects should be noted with in situ NPD experiments:f irst, some researchers do use thicker electrodes to maximize signalf rom the electrode, while maintaining the same concentration of other components. [20, 23, 31] However, in these cases,t he current rate appliedn eeds to be fairly slow to avoid polarization, but fast enough to finish the desired cycling prior to completion of the beam time. Therefore, the structure-electrochemistry correlation here is with respect to the slow current rate used. Second, due to the larger penetration depth afforded by neutrons, full commercial batteries can be investigated under conditions that represent typical usage. This is particularlyi nteresting because cells that can be purchased off the shelf can be used and structurale volution with respectt oe xternal conditions measured, for example, the number of cycles and rate of cycling, can be compared with multiple electrode chemistries under the same conditions, such as temperature.
[5c, 26, 45] This gives ad irect correlation between electrode crystal structure and evolution with battery cycling conditions.
In situ versus ex situ
Ex situ measurements require either pristine materials or the extraction of materials of interest from devicesb efore diffraction-based studies are carried out.T he quality of data may be excellent, but the removal of the material from the battery raises questions about reactions with the environment, especially if the material is air sensitive, and the true state of the material. The last factor becomes important because relaxation phenomenao rs hort circuiting during electrode extraction can change the state of charge. Researchers often equilibrate the battery,f or example, for ac harge at which the charging current is applied, to ac ertainp otentiala nd then the battery is held potentiostatically at this voltage for extended periodso f time before battery deconstruction, which is often undertaken immediately.T hus,d ata acquired by this means providesi nformationo nt he electrode in an equilibrium state, which is likely to occur on limited occasions in af unctioning battery.Apicture of electrode evolution can be built from electrodes extracted from batteriesa tv arious states of charge. This demonstrates another variable in ex situ experiments.T oobtain multiple states of chargeo ft he electrode, an ew battery has to be made and the electrode extracted. Ideally,v ariables have to be minimized on the laboratory scale to ensure comparability of the ex situ datasets.
In situ or operando techniques provide ap icture of electrode evolution and generally components in batteries as they function. Often at rade-off is made between the resolution and the quality of data movingf rom ex situ to in situ experiments. This is mainly due to the introduction of new components into the beam because ex situ data contains essentially the material of interest, whereas in situ data contains the materiali nside ChemSusChem 2015 ChemSusChem , 8,2826 ChemSusChem -2853 www.chemsuschem.org af unctioning electrochemical cell. By using sufficiently long collection times, in situ data with good statistics can be obtained. Thus, the structure of the material of interest in af unctioning cell can be probeda nd this can be undertaken at various points in the electrochemical cycle or with ac ertain amount of charget ransferred. If diffraction data collection times can be reduced while obtaining sufficient quality data, operando measurements can be attempted. In this case, the materialo fi nterestc an be trackedi natime-resolved manner with respect to electrochemical cell function. Such data can then be used to obtain kinetic information on the reactions that occur at the electrodes, in addition to characterization of the structural response.
The question of which method researchers choose depends on access to instruments, the scientific question being answered, and expertise in analysis. Typically,e xs itu measurements should be performed prior to any in situ work, even if this is to only characterize the startinge lectrode material.I deally,o ther states of charge will be probed with ex situ techniques. If questions remain, in situ or operando experiments can then be performed, noting that an operando experiment can really show what is happening at the electrode relative to snapshotso btained by using ex situ data. Ex situ experiments are often neededt oj ustify beam time for operando experiments at major facilities.
Next steps
All-solid-state batteries, in which the electrolyte and separator are fused into one solid-statee lectrolyte, are as ignificant advantage fori nsitu NPD studies, as showna bove. Interestingly, considering ambient-temperature sodium-ion batteries, sodium-ion conductivity tends to be higher in solid-state compounds relative to lithium-ion conductivity,w hich may,i nt he future,l end itself to all-solid-state sodium-ion batteries. Therefore, all-solid-state lithium-and sodium-ion battery in situ diffraction-based experiments are likely to appear and play al arger role in understandingt he structure and function of electrodes and electrolytes simultaneously.
Final Thought
In situ and operando diffraction-based experiments are the future of battery development. Why should researchers limit themselves to solely electrochemical data (or structural data) when both electrochemical and structural data can be collected simultaneously in asingleexperiment?
